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The authors surveyed public libraries to learn about the opportunities for play they offered and children’s freedom to engage in such play without adult supervision. The authors conclude that, in recent years, public libraries in the United States have increasingly created spaces and programs enabling free play for children and teens. These include “maker spaces” (for constructive play), playrooms with toys and games for young children, and rooms where teens can socialize and play games. The authors describe the survey results and three especially successful library play programs in detail. These results, they conclude, illustrate how librarians have welcomed children and enabled free play in the library through policies of nonintervention and by emphasizing nonintervention by caregivers who might otherwise intervene in such play. Key words: free play; maker spaces; play and libraries; public libraries

Over the past several decades, opportunities for children to play freely with one another, without adult control, have declined greatly (Chudacoff 2007; Frost 2012; Gray 2011, 2013; Digennaro 2021). The daily neighborhood play that many adults of middle age and older enjoyed when they were children does not exist today for most children. A decline in neighborhood cohesiveness, increased fears of potential dangers to unsupervised children, increased academic pressures on children, and legal constraints that prevent or dissuade parents from allowing their children to roam freely have all combined to keep children housebound or under adult surveillance far more extensively than in the past. When children do come together outside of school, they most often do so for sports or other activities controlled and directed by adults.

This decline in free play has been accompanied by well-documented increases in anxiety, depression, and even suicide among school-aged children, all of which have reached record levels in the past two decades (Centers for Disease Control 2016; Plemmons et al. 2018; Twenge et al. 2010). There are
good reasons to believe that play deprivation is a major cause of such increased psychopathology (Gray 2011, 2013; Belknap and Hazler 2014; Digennaro 2021). As illustrated by one recent study, children’s own conceptions of happiness are intrinsically connected with their conceptions of play (Moore and Lynch 2018). Take away play, and you take away happiness. Through play children also learn to create their own activities, negotiate with peers, solve their own problems, and generally take charge of their own lives (Frost et al. 2012; Gray 2013). Play deprivation has been described as a form of educational poverty (Digennaro 2021), and it may be the primary form of educational poverty in the United States today.

Studies indicate that the primary stimulus for joyful play by children is other children to play with and that the primary inhibitor is adult monitors who intervene and interfere with children’s sense of freedom and self-control (Floyd et al. 2011; Gray 2020). To bring play back to children’s lives, we must create places where children can congregate and play freely but which are sufficiently safe to allay societal and parental fears. Generally, this means places with adults who keep an eye out for real dangers but who otherwise refrain from interfering with children’s activities. This is the approach of Adventure Playgrounds (Almon and Keeler 2018) and a growing number of before- and after-school free-play opportunities at schools recently promoted by the nonprofit Let Grow organization (Parrott and Cohen 2020, 2021). Our purpose in this article is to examine the possibility that public libraries could become places where children regularly congregate for play.

Public libraries can be thought of as publicly supported educational complements to public schools. Just as we have schools in every community, we have libraries in every community. While schools are centers for teacher-directed education, libraries are centers for self-directed education. Traditionally—and to a considerable degree still today—the primary functions of libraries are to make books and other media available to patrons generally and to help them find whatever information they seek. Unlike teachers, librarians do not tell patrons what to read but, instead, help them find what they want to read.

In recent years, as books and other reading materials have become increasingly available online or easily and cheaply purchased and as information has become easy to find through Internet searches, the perceived value of libraries’ traditional functions has declined. Partly as a result, many libraries are expanding their functions to meet other needs of the communities in which they are located. Libraries regularly host speakers, films, book clubs, and other com-
Community events free for anyone who wants to come. And, of most interest here, some are becoming places for children to play.

Our search of published articles about play opportunities in libraries indicates that the most common such opportunities are oriented toward toddlers and preschool-aged children who come with a parent or other care giver. Library play areas most often include toys for young children along with books that care givers can read to their charges. However, an increasing number of libraries have developed play areas to appeal to children of elementary school age. For example, Brenna Hassinger-Das and colleagues (2020) describe an observational study of new play spaces in three branch libraries in Philadelphia where children playing typically range from one to ten years in age. The spaces include such features as climbing walls, stages, and toys chosen to appeal to elementary school children as well as younger ones. Although many libraries present their play areas as places for children and care givers to play and interact together, at least some encourage care givers to hold back and allow their children to play freely, with minimal intervention (Swadley 2021).

Another type of play that has increased rapidly in libraries during the past decade comes from the introduction of “maker spaces.” Making things for fun—referred to by play scholars as constructive play—constitutes a common form of play for people of all ages throughout the world. It is free play to the degree that those engaged choose what and how to create and are concerned more with the creative process than with the finished product. Modern maker spaces are generally understood to be places that have tools—including high-tech tools such as 3-D printers—for creating a wide variety of things, places where people (makers) congregate to share ideas and help one another in their creative activities. Tinkering—experimenting playfully with various techniques—is regarded as a central aspect of maker culture (Willett 2018). Reportedly, the first modern maker space in a U.S. public library was opened at the Fayetteville Free Library in Fayetteville, New York, in 2011 (Wang et al. 2016). In the decade since, maker spaces have opened in hundreds of libraries across the country.

Some libraries have gone to great effort to provide remarkable facilities for creative activities by young people. The Benjamin L. Hooks Central Library in Memphis, Tennessee, recently featured in *Smithsonian Magazine*, has a facility designed specifically for teens that includes not just a fully equipped maker space but also a state-of-the-art recording studio, a video lab, a robotics lab, an art studio, and a teen-hangout area (Grant 2021). It has brought hundreds of young people into the library who would normally not be
library patrons, some of whom have gone on to win awards for their creations.

Research about how librarians view and present their maker spaces and how patrons use them reveals some tension between a tendency to see them as places in which STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) skills are taught in school-like, didactic settings and as places in which library staff members maintain a more hands-off approach and allow patrons to experiment, discover, and learn from one another (Lui 2016; Willett 2018). Observations of schoolchildren using a library maker space as part of a field trip from school indicate that such questions as “What do you plan to make?”—which direct attention to a product and hint at possible evaluation—tend to inhibit development of a playful attitude (Skaland et al. 2020). The playful, maker attitude seems to require a period of just “messing around” with the equipment to discover its properties and then sharing these discoveries (along with ideas about what it might be fun to make) with other participants.

To learn more about public libraries as places for young people to play, we surveyed library program managers at U.S. public libraries of diverse sizes and locations. We were interested in the opportunities libraries offered for play, including constructive play, and in the degree to which children of various ages were welcome to use these facilities without the presence of a parent or care giver. In what follows, we describe the survey methods and findings and then describe three examples of libraries that, in quite different ways, have provided especially successful play opportunities.

**Survey Methods**

*Research Design and Modification*

Our original plan for gathering data was to survey one hundred public libraries, all listed by the Institute of Museum and Library Sciences, selected to include roughly equal numbers of libraries from large cities, suburbs, and small towns, roughly evenly distributed across the United States. However, we had to abandon this plan, because shortly after we initiated contact with the selected libraries in early March of 2020, they began to shut down due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Of the one hundred selected libraries, just twenty-five returned completed surveys. To supplement these responses, we adopted a new recruitment approach. On March 30, 2020, we posted a notice on the online message boards of the American Library Association (ALA) and the Public Library Association
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PLA, a division of the ALA) inviting program librarians at public libraries to participate in “a survey on ways that public libraries are offering opportunities for creative, self-directed activities available to children and teens.” The notice included a link to the online survey form. This new approach resulted in an additional twenty-seven completed surveys by April 14, 2020, at which date we ended the recruitment phase.

The COVID-induced change to data collection has altered the way our data may be interpreted. Instead of our selection of a collection of diverse libraries, our sample became largely self-selected, comprised of the twenty-five libraries that chose to respond quickly to our initial request and the twenty-seven that found and responded to the ALA and PLA message board requests. This self-selection process makes it likely that our sample is biased toward libraries offering the kinds of programs focused on in this study. Therefore, this report should not be used to estimate the percentage of all public libraries in the United States that have such programs. Instead, it should be used to learn how libraries that have enabled play have done so.

Survey Questionnaire

The questionnaire was presented online using Google Forms. It included the following sets of questions.

Minimum Age Questions

- Has your library established a minimum age for entering and using the library without a parent or other adult guardian? If so, what is that age?
- Does your library have a minimum age for specific library opportunities, such as reserving a room or using a maker space or other specific library equipment without an adult? If so, please list the age requirements for each such opportunity.
- Has the presence of children or teens in your library caused any problems for your library or led to complaints by adult patrons? If so, please explain and describe how you have dealt with such problems of complaints.

Maker Space Questions

- Does your library include a maker space (broadly defined as an area...
where patrons can create things)? If “Yes”:

• What are the main items of equipment available in this space? Which item or items have proven to be the most used and valued by children and teens?

• During what hours each week is the space open for use?

• Roughly how many different people use the space in an average week? How many of these are under the age of nineteen? What is the age range of the children and teens using this space?

• What is the minimum age (if any) for use of the space? … for use of the space without the presence of a parent or other care giver who is not part of the library staff?

• Please describe briefly the ways that children and teens tend to use your maker space.

• What do you see as the major benefits of this space for the library and for the community you serve? Has the investment been worthwhile? Please explain.

• What do you see as the major difficulties associated with creating and maintaining this space? How has the library surmounted those difficulties?

• If you answered “No” to having a maker space and you think your library would like to have this, please describe the barriers that prevent you from including a maker space.

Free-Play Questions

• Does your library have any free-play opportunities? (Free play is defined as opportunities for children or teens to choose how they play. Some libraries provide spaces for artistic activities, such as creative writing or acting, open to young people as well as adults. Other libraries have programs like LEGO clubs, where kids have control of building whatever they would like with little parent or librarian involvement. Some libraries offer space for teens to “hang out” and talk or play games after school.) If “Yes”:

• What types of free-play opportunities does your library have? Please describe briefly what the program or opportunity looks like.

• How many children or teens does the program serve in an average week?

• What is the age range of those who take part in the free-play program?
• If you answered “No” to having free-play opportunities and you think your library would like to have this, please describe the barriers that prevent you from creating free-play opportunities.

**Survey Results**

*Participating Libraries*

The fifty-two libraries that responded to the survey included at least one from each of twenty-five states, distributed rather evenly across the United States. Twenty-eight of the libraries had just one location; the others were library systems with more than one location. Eight of the libraries served a population of less than 10,000; fifteen served between 10,000 and 40,000; fourteen between 40,000 and 100,000; fourteen between 100,000 and 900,00; and one served a population of a bit over 2,500,000.

*Children’s Freedom to Use the Library Independently*

To our question about the minimum age at which children can use the library without a parent or guardian, eleven libraries stated that they had no minimum age, one omitted the question, and the remaining forty stated minimum ages ranging from five to thirteen, with a median of nine and mode of eight.

To our question about problems or complaints that may have arisen from young people’s use of the library, nineteen libraries responded, essentially, “no” or “very little.” Most of the remaining libraries indicated that children and teens rarely caused real problems, but that adult patrons did sometimes complain about their presence. The most common complaint, mentioned by twenty-one libraries, concerned noise, and librarians most commonly responded by asking young people to keep the noise down or by helping adults find a quieter area in the library. The second most common complaint, mentioned by six libraries, involved young people’s uses of computers for games rather than for study or research, and librarians typically responded by explaining to the adults that the computers were there for recreation as well as for study or research.

All in all, the responding librarians expressed considerable appreciation of children and tolerance for their exuberance. Descriptions of complaints tended to be framed more as misunderstandings on the part of the complainers than as problems with the children. The respondent for one large library system, for example, wrote: “There are a lot of complaints about them
being loud or using the computers to play games (instead of being ‘productive,’ supposedly). We deal with the complaints by explaining the library use policy—that we value every member of our community, and every member of the community has the right to use our resources. We don’t privilege one type of use over another. If teens are, in fact, being loud, we’ll talk with them and ask them to tone it down.”

*Library Maker Spaces and Their Availability to Young People*

Twenty-one libraries (40 percent of the total) responded that they had a maker space, defined as a dedicated, separate area in the library with equipment allowing patrons to create things. Perhaps unsurprisingly, libraries reporting maker spaces tended to be larger, in terms of population served, than those reporting no maker space. The median population served was 129,071 for libraries reporting maker spaces compared to 36,847 for other libraries. However, the range in population sizes served by the libraries reporting maker spaces was considerable and included the two smallest in the sample, with population sizes of 1,728 and 2,200 respectively.

The single most common item of equipment listed for these spaces was one or more 3-D printers, noted by fourteen libraries. Also commonly mentioned were machines for cutting planned shapes from various kinds of material, including vinyl cutters, laser cutters, and die cutters. Other items mentioned for several libraries included programmable robots of various types, glue guns, sewing machines, button makers, snap circuits, and green screens along with other equipment for creating videos. Some librarians mentioned that the low-tech, low-cost equipment received at least as much use as the high-tech equipment.

To our question about the minimum age for use of the maker space without a care giver present in the space, eight libraries indicated no minimum age. (But one of these noted that a parent or guardian had to be somewhere in the library, and another noted that all patrons, regardless of age, had to undergo training in using the equipment before being allowed to use it freely.) For the remaining libraries, the minimum stated age for use of the maker space without a parent or guardian ranged from eight to fourteen, with a median of eleven.

To our request for an estimate of how many different people under nineteen years of age use the space in an average week, only twelve libraries provided numerical estimates. These ranged from two (for one very small library) up to 370 (for a large library system with maker spaces in five branches), with a median
of fifty. Others commented that the space was very popular or much used but did not provide numbers.

Most of the libraries without maker spaces indicated that a lack of physical space was the main reason. Eleven libraries indicated that they had a cart with maker equipment or provided temporary maker opportunities on a table in the library, and seven others indicated that they were in the process of creating a maker space or had plans to do so. Taking all these data into account, then, thirty-nine of the fifty-two libraries (75 percent) had equipment for making things in the library or had plans to provide such equipment.

**Other Free-Play Opportunities**

To our questions about free play more generally, forty-nine libraries (94 percent of the total) indicated that they had materials and opportunities for play for children from toddlerhood on through at least early elementary school age. The most common play items noted were LEGO blocks (by thirty-four libraries), other types of building blocks (sixteen libraries), craft supplies (twenty-six libraries), art supplies (eighteen libraries), board games (twenty-three libraries), puzzles (sixteen libraries), puppets (eleven libraries), a play kitchen (eight libraries), and dolls (five libraries). Generally, such materials could be used whenever the library was open, and ten libraries noted that they scheduled special play opportunities for toddlers and preschool children before and after story time, enabling groups of children to play together.

Forty-one libraries (79 percent of the total) mentioned that they had play materials and opportunities for teens. Of these, ten said they had a dedicated hangout area for teens, where they could play games (including video games and board games) and socialize as they pleased, and three others mentioned that they had special teen nights or afternoons when groups of teens would gather for shared, self-directed activities. Art and craft supplies and board games available for younger children were also available to teens. Several libraries mentioned special programs or clubs for teens and preteens. These included a role-playing club, anime club, manga club, Dungeons & Dragons club, Destination Imagination, Pokémon parties, and teen paint night.

All in all, the libraries in our survey appear to place value on attracting young patrons and on providing diverse opportunities for play and creativity with minimal adult control or intervention.
Case Examples

To supplement our survey in conveying what libraries can do to promote free play, we describe three instructive examples from three different libraries. The first two are from libraries with which we were familiar before the survey and which were therefore not included in the survey. The third is a particularly interesting example that emerged from the survey.

_Free Play at Westbank Libraries, Austin, Texas_

This is the program we know best, because two of the authors of this article, Autumn Erdahl Solomon and Leah Tatgenhorst, are library managers at Westbank and developed the play program there. This case is presented in the first person plural by these two authors.

As educational institutions, public libraries step in to fill voids and gaps that exist in the community. In the community served by Westbank Libraries, children and teens are generally overscheduled and overmeasured. There exists a self-propelling energy around achievement, which is contagious and can rob families of the joys of reading, learning, and playing just for fun. To counterbalance that, our library staff worked with a local proponent of self-directed education, Antonio Buehler, to develop Free Play. Our goal was to create a stimulus-rich, measurement-free environment that allows free choice, experimentation, spontaneous discovery, and natural collaboration among kids of all ages. In our planning, we were cognizant of the socio-emotional benefits of mixed-age play as well as the value of increased agency in navigating variable environments and new relationships, experiences that help people learn to adapt to change.

Our Free Play program occupies the large meeting room at one of our two library locations (the Laura Bush Community Library), which we set up with a variety of toys, games, books, and odd bits—cardboard tubes, boxes, clothes pins, pool noodles, sheets, tunnels, cushions, and art supplies. The space flows outward to an outdoor forecourt with a fountain and low, climbable features, and to our backyard with its garden chessboard, climbing structure, old tires, hula hoops, chalk, and kiddie pools. We typically see kids from age one up to about twelve. Parents appreciate that they can bring all their kids to the same program.

Free Play is typically held weekly on Mondays from 4:00 to 7:00 p.m. and sometimes all day on a school holiday. This extended time gives the program a relaxed, come-and-go feel. Some families will stay just a short time while oth-
ers stay the full three hours. Occasionally, we arrange for a food truck to stop by so kids can eat their dinner while they play. Otherwise, we provide snacks, including coffee and tea for care givers.

We interfere as little as possible and enjoy sitting back to watch. The kids build things, invent games, have dance parties, and devise their own competitions. Creations come to life and then are cheerfully destroyed. By the end of the evening, the room looks like an explosion of toys, snacks, boxes, scarves, forts, messy art, and game pieces everywhere. Those who stay late help clean up.

When we first started Free Play, kids went through a bit of a learning curve as they became comfortable with what was allowed, which is almost anything. Our rules are simply to stay safe, respect others, respect the space, and have fun. Noise is joyful, shoes are optional, messiness is okay, and things can be used in any imaginable way.

The learning curve for parents took longer. Initially, we created bookmarks to hand out to parents that briefly explained the concept of Free Play. Staff engaged with parents and encouraged them to let their children explore on their own, sometimes creating games with other parents and moving out of sight of their kids. Over time, new parents took their cues from the experienced ones and would read, work, chat, or play a game with other parents while their kids played. Some parents require a few visits before they learn to trust their kids and the environment, and we do not push them. Parents with very young children, quite appropriately, generally stay close to them.

After a year of offering Free Play, we introduced teen volunteers into the mix with wonderful results. Following a brief training, teens are available to play at the request of the kids, and the kids love it. They can ask a teen to read directions to them for a board game, lift them higher so they can add another brick to a growing tower, be a referee, or play a role in make-believe. We find nothing sweeter than a fourteen-year-old boy sitting down for tea with a four-year-old dressed like a princess in her imaginary castle.

The teens also help with setup and cleanup. They provide an extra pair of eyes in case a child attempts something dangerous, and they quickly chase after the occasional spry preschooler who runs toward the parking lot. But we found most exciting how much the teens we brought in enjoyed playing, remembering childhood board games, making parachute tents for the little ones, and constantly laughing.

With the help of volunteers, Free Play is managed by just two or three staff members and can draw 100 to 150 visitors on a typical Monday evening,
with more for an all-day program. The program offers an opportunity to build relationships with families, to hear more from parents about their concerns, to provide reading and reference services when asked, and to model relaxation and fun. We learn a lot from the kids about their interests by watching them, which helps us plan other programs. Free Play is inherently messy and a bit chaotic, so staffing it will not appeal to everyone.

Budgeting for this program varies. At the outset, we invested in larger outdoor games and toys along with new board games, building materials, and art supplies. Some need to be refreshed over time, so an annual allowance proved necessary. We also budget for coffee and snacks. And occasionally we surprise the Free Play group with a special treat such as a popsicle day, a hot cocoa bar, a face painting exercise, Batman showing up to play, or local fire fighters stopping by with a big red fire truck.

A quieter, scaled-down version of Free Play called Sensory Sunday caters specifically to families with children on the autistic spectrum or those struggling with sensory overload. Families are required to sign up for the Sunday program, which prevents overcrowding, and we include fewer interactive elements and place them in stations around the room to help kids orient to the space when they arrive. We also offer Arcade Night with a variety of video gaming systems, new and old, and Art Exploration with an assortment of art materials for kids to make whatever they want. Another, smaller version of the Free Play program has been offered at our other location (Westbank Community Library), which has more limited space. Although the COVID-19 pandemic caused a hiatus in programming, we are further developing our outside spaces at both locations to provide more opportunities for discovery-based play.

Anji Play at Madison Public Libraries in Madison, Wisconsin

While Madison Public Library (MPL) has long offered playful programming, learning about Anji Play inspired Youth Services Librarian Carissa Christner to think further concerning the role of play in the library. The Anji Play approach and philosophy, developed in Anji County, China, by Cheng Xueqin, promotes a child’s right to “extensive, uninterrupted, and unguided true play” in safe spaces that allow risk taking and exploration and create opportunities for joyful discovery and engaged reflection (Jones 2019).

Since play was already encouraged in library programming as one practice for building early literacy skills, Christner wondered, “Would families show up at the park for a library program that was just play?” She reached out to the Anji
Play team to collaborate on the creation of an Anji Play program at her library. Staff from the Madison Parks Division enthusiastically shared sponsorship of this program by providing outdoor space at local parks, extra staffing, materials transportation, and help with promotions.

A Wild Rumpus (named by Christner after Maurice Sendak’s popular book *Where the Wild Things Are*) began as a weekly program in summer 2016, and by summer 2019, it had grown into a roving, weekly event at three Madison parks. The program is anchored by an evolving set of materials, including Anji Play materials for use in children’s play. The additional materials Christner selects are minimally structured, abundant, and do not have obvious, specific uses. These materials allow a wider variety of play, and because there is no right way to use them, adults can more easily resist giving children instructions or getting involved in their play. Families return to A Wild Rumpus each week, not with the expectation of finding new materials but, instead, to see how their children will engage with what is available. They have found that their children explore the materials with even more depth and find increasingly innovative ways to play when they return to the same materials every week.

Key to the success of A Wild Rumpus is the staff’s ability to encourage caregivers who are present to step back and observe—but not direct—the children’s play. For many caregivers, this is a radical (and sometimes uncomfortable) departure from the way they usually interact with their children during play. But as they observe, they often discover that their children are more capable than they had assumed, and they gain a deeper admiration for their children’s abilities.

Reflection plays a central role in the Anji Play approach and philosophy. During every Anji Play program offered by MPL, children have opportunities to draw pictures and stories of their play and describe their play experiences to staff and caregivers. The staff also takes photos and videos of play that it shares with children and caregivers and uses for its own reflection, which informs decision making about the program and guides the professional growth of staff members.

In addition to Anji Play programming, the Pinney Neighborhood Library, a branch of MPL, includes a PlayLab, an all-ages space designed for free play, caregiver support, and community building, with a rotating collection of open-ended play materials and access to a patio for outdoor play. MPL also has a much celebrated, researched (Lakind et al. 2019; Willett, 2018), and playful, hands-on making-and-learning program—collectively called The Bubbler—spread across nine of its neighborhood branches and other shared community spaces.
An Exemplary Maker Space at Indian Prairie
Public Library in Darien, Illinois

In our survey, the response we received from Indian Prairie Public Library stood out for its description of a highly successful maker space serving a moderate-sized community in Darien, Illinois (population about 42,000). At the time of the survey, the space served an average of about 150 makers per week, most of whom were in the age range of eight to eighteen. The description that follows comes from a follow-up interview with Technology and Maker Services Senior Librarian Jack Schultz. We learned that, following the survey, the library completed a new and larger maker space, called the Maker Studio, which opened in 2021, roughly a year after the survey.

The Maker Studio presents a place for dreamers, builders, and innovators to explore and create as they wish. The equipment includes 3-D printers, cutting machines, embroidery machine, sewing machine, 3-D carving machine, laser cutter, button maker, green screen, laptops with design software, video projector and screen, and a wide variety of tools. Members can work standing or sitting, and there is a sink for cleaning up. Equipment can be reserved up to three days in advance, and some equipment requires safety training before use. The space is staffed during regular library hours and is available to patrons of all ages, though anyone under eight-years-old must be accompanied by a caregiver or older sibling. According to Schultz, the response to the Maker Studio has been overwhelmingly positive.

Staff members are encouraged to remain hands-off, allowing patrons of all ages to guide their own activities, but the staff is happy to help if asked. They also model the hands-off policy for caregivers whose children are engaged in creative activities. According to Schultz, the key to this is redirection. If a parent appears to be taking over a child’s project, a staff member might offer the parent a tour of the space or explain another piece of the equipment to them. Shuster also noted that often the kids and teens take charge, figure things out, and teach the adults.

The Maker Studio at IPPL receives funds through grants, local partnerships, and individual donors in the community. Schultz urges all libraries to create maker opportunities in their facilities. With only two shelves to spare, a library can start with materials for simple projects that kids of all ages can use to play, such as toothpicks, popsicle sticks, glue, and other leftover craft bits. If you do not have two shelves to spare, Schultz says, “just put it on a book cart.”
and let your community start creating. Even with a small budget, a library can offer projects like candle making, knitting, or coding and robotics. IPPL supplements its Maker Studio with smaller tools available for check-out, such as 3-D pens, LEGO Boost kits, and knitting materials. The library also offers occasional classes in the Maker Studio for those who want formal training.

**Conclusions and Limitation**

Our goal in this research was to assess the potential for public libraries to help fill a recent gap in children’s educational opportunities in the United States, that gap being a dearth of places where children can play freely, socially, and safely without adult intervention. Our review of literature on play in libraries, our survey of a sample of libraries, and our closer look at three exemplary library play programs lead us to five general conclusions.

Our first conclusion is that many libraries have taken remarkable strides in becoming child friendly. Most of the libraries in our survey reported that they welcome children over the age of eight years old even without a care giver and welcome all children with a care giver. Many libraries are developing play opportunities and other programs specially oriented toward children and teens, and they tolerate or even welcome the sometimes noisy, sometimes messy exuberance of young people. The old concept of libraries as places for quiet study and research only is giving way to a new concept of libraries as community centers aimed at meeting a wide variety of needs of people across the whole range of ages. Sometimes librarians need to explain these new library functions to older patrons who complain and help these patrons find quiet places for their work.

Our second conclusion is that there has been an explosive growth over the past decade in maker spaces in public libraries, spaces available to children and teens as well as adults. In our survey, 40 percent of the responding libraries reported that they had a dedicated maker space and most of the rest reported that they had at least some equipment for making things or were in the process of developing a maker space. Moreover, most of the libraries with maker spaces indicated that the primary users were children and teens, and all indicated that children beyond a certain age (ranging from no minimum age up to fourteen) could use the space without a care giver present.

Our third conclusion is that many libraries have opportunities for play beyond maker spaces. Initially, most of these were oriented toward children of
preschool age, but increasingly libraries have expanded and equipped their play spaces to accommodate children of elementary school age as well, and many have added dedicated places for teens to hang out, talk, and play games. In our survey, all but three libraries indicated that they had play opportunities for young children, and all but eleven indicated that they had play opportunities for teens.

Our fourth conclusion is that at least some librarians, in their maker spaces and other play spaces, have adopted a deliberate policy, to the degree possible, of nonintervention and have developed friendly ways to encourage care givers to refrain from intervening in their children’s play. Truly free play requires such a hands-off policy on the part of adults, and it is in such play that children learn how to take initiative, make their own discoveries, solve their own problems, negotiate with peers, and acquire an internal locus of control. Such self-directed play is an extension of the larger generalization that libraries are places for self-directed education, in contrast to and complementary to the teacher-directed education occurring in schools.

Our fifth conclusion is that the primary barrier to play opportunities in libraries appears to be space, not money, staffing, or will. Libraries with maker spaces and other play opportunities commonly reported that the supplies need not be expensive and that self-directed patrons can use the spaces and equipment without much staff help or supervision. A second requirement, however, is tolerance by the staff of a certain amount of messiness and noise. Libraries that welcome “joyful noise” must also have one or more quiet rooms where patrons who wish to read can do so in peace. We found that some libraries, in the process of rebuilding or expanding, are doing so with the goal of providing places for play and other social interaction while preserving quiet areas.

A limitation of our survey is that the COVID-19 pandemic interfered with our ability to obtain a high rate of responses from our own selection of libraries, so we relied instead on responses from the self-selected set that responded either to our initial request or our postings on the ALA and PLA message boards. These libraries quite likely provide, on average, more play opportunities than would be found in a random sampling of libraries, so the data gathered should not be taken as a metric for determining the prevalence of such play-based programs around the country. At minimum, however, the survey provides useful information about the various ways that some libraries are striving to meet the play and creativity needs of young people in their communities.

We hope that this research stimulates further research and thought about how public libraries everywhere might become centers for play. We also hope the
Public Library Association will play a role in attaining a more complete picture of this trend by conducting regular surveys about libraries’ play opportunities. We look forward to the day when a course on the nature and value of play and how to facilitate it will be part of the training of all new librarians.
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